
 

 

MYSTERY HOTEL BUDAPEST IS LOOKING FOR A RESERVATION & REVENUE MANAGER 

 

Budapest’s new boutique styled and mystic themed luxury hotel -  a member of the exclusive brand Preferred Hotels 

& Resorts LVX collection - is looking for a Reservation & Revenue Manager.  

Position summary: 

The Reservation & Revenue Manager is responsible for creating reports, analysing data and being involved in every 

area of hotel revenue generation.  Assisting the Director of Business Development, the Reservation & Revenue 

Manager will provide comprehensive support and input on the effectiveness of the hotel revenue strategy & 

communicate changes in market trends to allow the hotel commercial teams to proactively address any potential 

shortfalls to budget/forecast or highlight any opportunities to increase revenue share. The position will also include 

directing Reservation Department in dealing with guest reservations, being main contact with all OTA 

representatives, negotiating new partner contracting, and focusing on yielding on a daily basis. 

Main duties: 

 Always up to date of trends & innovations in hotel industry and Budapest market. 

 Creates and distributes daily/weekly/monthly/quarterly and ad hoc reports that provide insight into hotel 

revenue strategies, providing comments on findings. 

 Evaluates daily the prices of the competitors, analyzes economic trends to determine the demand for the 

reservations based on tourism and business travel. 

 Ensures that data entry into the hotel PMS is correct and up to date. 

 Loads special rate agreements within the PMS and GDS systems. 

 Maintains high communication levels with Director of Business Development, advising of trends or 

changes that have implications on the revenue strategy of the hotel. 

 Responsible for all yielding / pricing decisions. 

 Participates in managing the departmental budget. 

 Creates packages upon demand and season. 

 Forecasts future demand and pricing trends. 

 Liaises with travel agents, wholesalers and FIT partners. 

 Conducts continuous information circulation to the Front Office team and controlling their reservation 

related tasks on a daily basis. 

Requirements: 

 Ideally a minimum of 2 years’ experience within the 5* Budapest market as either a Revenue Analyst or 

strong Reservations/Revenue Supervisor 

 Fluent in written & spoken English  

 Good understanding of revenue management systems & processes 

 Strong Excel knowledge 

 Exceptional level of attention to details 

 Strong communication and problem solving skills 

 Experience working with Rate Tiger, SynXis, GDS - desirable 

 Hospitality Management Qualification - desirable 

 

If you would join our team, please send your CV both Hungarian and English to viktoria@mysteryhotelbudapest.com 


